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SGM Corner…

are you
ready for
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GCsSARMY?

SGM Mark A. Chance,
HQDA, Army G-4, Logistics

Soldiers,
GCSS-Army
is not your
sergeant
major’s
old SARsS,
it’s new!

741 00-01.indd 1-2

GCSS-Army is
a web-based
application
that gives the
Army visibility
at logistics
levels.
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Replacing SARsS is just the
beginning! Next year, the Army
will start fielding GCSS-Army
as a replacement for PBUSE and
SAMs. Here are some keys to
help your unit make a successful
GCSS-Army transition…

• Do the checklist. Complete all activities on the customer conversion
checklist (CCC) at the D-180 preparation brief.
• Get to know your resource manager (RM). GCSS-Army is more than a
replacement for the Standard Army Retail Supply System (SARSS). It’s the
future financial system of record for units. Supply support activities (SSAs)
and their customers need RM expertise to make a successful transition.
After conversion, RMs will take a lead role as finances become part of the
supply and maintenance activities.
• Complete data cleansing. All items must be “converted” before your SSA
is a functioning GCSS-Army warehouse. Tracking and completing data
cleansing using the PM’s templates are keys to success. This
includes converting UIC/DODAAC information into the “new force
element” structure.
• Train before, during and after conversion. Units that complete both live
and web-based GCSS-Army training are more successful during the fielding
process and transition. After fielding, use GCSS-Army’s new equipment
training materials to stay current and to train new Soldiers.
• Leave nobody behind. The most successful conversions happen in
units where personnel attend all planned events, including specific
cutover training.
• Check in with the SASMO. Your unit’s SASMO will play a big role in
keeping your GCSS-Army system humming. Get them involved early and
your conversion will go smoother.
• Bookmark it. Check out your one-stop shop for GCSS-Army info, training
materials and more: http://www.gcss.army.mil/
• Subscribe to GCSS-Army updates. Sign up to get automatic notifications at:
http://www.gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx
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M88-Series Recovery Vehicles…

HA HA HA
HA HA HA

Rust Proof

the Spare Roadwheel

M119A3 Towed Howitzer…
you ready For
A Fire MissiON?

Hyuk…

…are you
kiDding?! An

Safeguard the
Touch Screen
only after you
Clean my FCc’s touch
screEn. it’s kinda
dusty out here!

Umbrella!?

hey! you wOn’t be laughing
when your spare roadwhEel
starts rusting!

Mechanics, you all know that rust and metal don’t mix. That’s especially true with the

spare roadwheel hanging on the side of your M88-series recovery vehicle.
The spare roadwheel is bolted to
the side of the vehicle at an angle, just
Standing water
hanging around waiting to be used.
creates rust
But that leaves it exposed to rain and
at bottom of
washwater, which pools in the bottom of
roadwheel...
the roadwheel until it evaporates.
Standing water doesn’t do the spare
roadwheel any favors. The bottom of
the roadwheel can develop severe rust.
And the lug nuts can rust in place on the
mounting bolts. Then the bolts can snap
when you try to remove the nuts.
But just a little elbow grease will make
…and on mounting bolts, which can snap
sure your M88’s spare roadwheel is ready
to bail you out of a jam when needed.
Use a little antiseize compound on the lug nuts and bolts when mounting the roadwheel. That’ll prevent rust and make the nuts easier to remove later. Get a 4-oz tube of
antiseize compound with NSN 8030-00-059-2761.
Be sure to take a few rags and soak up the pool of water in the bottom of the roadwheel
after it rains or you’ve washed your vehicle. That’ll keep the rust at bay and the spare
roadwheel ready for action.
Better yet, if you have access to a canvas shop, get them to make a cover for the
roadwheel. That’ll keep water at bay all the time.
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crewmen, your M119A3 howitzer’s fire control computer (FCC) is wrapped in a

hard case designed to protect its sophisticated components from damage.
But the FCC’s fragile touch screen is still its weak spot. A replacement FCC, NSN
1220-01-604-0729, will set your unit back nearly $27,000!
So take care to protect the FCC’s touch screen, especially during missions when
it’s exposed to the elements.
When using the FCC outside of its docking station, don’t drop it, lay it down on
the screen or use anything except the stylus that came with it on the touch screen.
it’s also a
good idea
inspect the
FCC before
each use.
Remove
any sand or
debris that
can cause
scratches.
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MGS Stryker…

M109A6 Paladin…

{zap!} I think you left the
cover {zap!} off my {zap!}
b-battery box!

Boot Battery
Terminals
for Safety!

Well, I’ve
drained the
water from
your MCS.

Care for MCS So It
Takes Care Of You
thanks! now
don’t forget
to run my MCS
montHly so it
doesn’t get
damaged!

C rewmen, the rubber boots that cover the positive and negative terminals on your mobile
gun system (MGS) Stryker’s auxiliary battery box play an important role. If they’re missing
or damaged, an electrical short could happen. That short can cause a vehicle fire!
The rubber boots can get
damaged or slide down the battery
Battery box cover
cables, exposing the terminals.
Battery terminal boots and
battery box cover should be
in place and undamaged

Investigators believe missing
or improperly installed battery
terminal boots caused a recent fire
that destroyed an MGS Stryker.
The rubber boots prevent metal
objects—like dropped tools and
other items—from coming into
Positive terminal boot
Negative terminal boot
contact with the terminals and
causing electrical shorts and arcing.
During AFTER and WEEKLY
PMCS, make sure the boots are
Missing or
installed correctly and are in good
damaged
condition. If you find any that are
battery
missing or damaged, your vehicle
box cover
is NMC until they’re replaced. The
deadlines
vehicle
negative terminal boot comes with
NSN 5975-01-432-5846. Get the
positive terminal boot with 593001-590-9078. Also, the battery
box cover should be in place and
fastened tight.
Don’t forget to inspect the auxiliary batteries for cleanliness and signs of arcing such as
burned areas or melted spots on the rubber covers or metal parts. If you find problems,
report them.
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C rewmen, the microclimate conditioning system (MCS) on your M109A6 Paladin
provides a safe environment inside your vehicle when operating under NBC
conditions.
But the MCS needs regular attention so it’ll work when you need it most.
In addition to the weekly
visual checks called for in the
-10 TM, be sure to operate the
MCS once a month. That’ll keep
the refrigerant loop from being
damaged and causing leaks.
Also, high-pressure water at
the wash rack gets forced inside
the MCS and is trapped there.
Water gets forced inside MCS
That’s bad news for the circuit
boards and other components.
Corrosion follows and that can
be expensive to repair.
It’s easy for you to prevent
corrosion. After running your
vehicle through the wash rack,
open the two drain cocks on the
cab’s ceiling just under the MCS.
Be sure to use a bucket to catch
the water so it doesn’t mess up
Open two drain cocks to drain water from MCS
the turret.
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M1-Series Tanks, M104 Wolverine…

BatTery
Retainer
Fit Fix
the battery
retainer
won’t fit over
your new
batteries…

gulp! What
are you gonna
do with that!?

it comes
with NSN
6140-01-4851472, just
like the
previous
battery.

PS 741
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That’s not a good idea
because the batteries
can come loose from
the retainers and cause
damage.

Battery
retainer
must be
modified
to fit new
batteries

now, hold
on a minute!
there’s a MUcH
better waY!

…so I’m
gonna MAkE
it fit!

A new
battery
has been
approved
for M1-series
tanks and
the M104
Wolverine.

To get the battery retainer, NSN 6160-01101-8402, to fit over the Exide batteries,
some mechanics have made unapproved
modifications to the retainer or even gotten
rid of some of the installation hardware.

Mechanics, here’s the
right way to modify the
retainers to fit those
Exide batteries…

Shave plastic coating from these areas on inboard side…

1. Shave off a thin portion
of the plastic coating on
1. the retainer’s inboard
and outboard sides in
these locations:

But the new battery, made by Exide,
is 2mm wider than the old Hawker
battery. That might seem like a tiny
difference, but it’s just enough to
make it hard to properly install
the battery retainer.

New
Exide
battery
is slightly
wider
than
Hawker
battery

6
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2. Do a trial fit to make sure the
retainer will fit over the Exide
batteries. It’ll probably be
tight at first, so you might
have to apply a little bit of
elbow grease.
3. Once the fit is correct, remove
the battery retainer and apply a
light coat of corrosive inhibitor
spray, NSN 8030-00-524-9487,
to the areas where the plastic
coating was removed.
4. Install the retainer by following
the guidance in WP 0637 of TM
9-2350-388-23-1-4 (Feb 09, w/Ch
1, Mar 12) for A2-series tanks
and WP 0914 of TM 9-2350-26423-1-5 (Jul 11, w/Ch 1, Nov 12)
for A1-series tanks.

…and outboard side

Do a trial fit to make sure
retainer fits over batteries before final installation

For the complete scoop, check out TACOM maintenance advisory message
14-019 at: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/SAFETY/message.cfm?id=MA14-019.html
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M113A3 FOV…

M1117 ASV, M1200 Armored Knight FSV…

Whose Job Is It?
Whadaya
mean I don’t
install the
transmission’s
internal
filter?

it comes with
the annual
service kit!
that’s
right!

but it
should
only be
replaced by
sustainment
maintenance!

Stow Safety ConCerns with New Seat
LoOse
BING! BANG! TOols!
AmMo
box comin’
atcha!

LoOk
OuT!

G!
CLAN

T HUD!!
Ooh,

That’s
gOnNa
KRASH! LeavE
A

OW!

Uh-oh! I told
them not to leave
their gear lying
around inside!

MarK!

Word from the field is that units are removing the transmission pan to replace the

Crewmen, you gotta be careful how you store tools, ammo boxes and other gear in

internal filter on M1117 ASVs and M1200 Armored Knights.
That’s understandable since the internal
Transmission’s internal filter should only
filter is included in the annual service kit,
be replaced by sustainment maintenance
NSN 4910-01-526-7869.
Problem is, replacing the filter is not a
field-level task. That’s why you don’t see
a work package for replacing the filter in
any of the TM 9-2320-307-23 manuals.
Mechanics
that
remove
the
transmission pan to do the work are
damaging the transmission. That’s why
the filter replacement should only be done
by sustainment maintenance.
Paperwork is underway to get the
internal filter removed from the annual
Mechanics are not authorized
to remove transmission pan
service kit. But until then, don’t try to
install it.

your vehicle during a mission. It’s tempting to just throw all that stuff in a box or on
the floor and go on your way.
But loose items lying around inside your
Order storage kit with
M113A3 can be a real hazard, especially
NSN 2540-01-620-0873
during a rollover. One engineering crew
found that out the hard way when a Soldier
was seriously injured by a loose tool when his
vehicle rolled over during a training mission.
A much better way to store gear is to use
the new stowage seat kit, NSN 2540-01620-0873. The area under the new seat is the
perfect place to safely stow tools and other
items that, if not properly secured, can fly
around in an accident and hurt someone.
Each kit comes with four seat belts and two
seat cushions. Keep in mind that means your
vehicle will have one less seat belt per seat
when using this kit.

PS 741
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HMMWV…
Bonnie, I Need
helmet hardtop
covers for my
unit’s HMMWVs.

Here’s
what you
should
know…

How to Find Authorized Hardtop Covers
Although

HMMWV

helmet
hardtops
are
authorized,
the Army
doesn’t
support
them.
That’s why
you won’t
find them in
the TM.

We have a list
of authorized
helmet hardtop
options on the
next page.
Make sure
you select
only from
these options
because the
Army hasn’t
approved all
variations.

if you need help choosing which cover best meets your needs, contact
Amtech at 509-8 7 7-2228 (main office), 509-8 7 7-6271 (customer support) or
go to their website: http://amtechcorp.com/military/mp_home.php
By the way, the HMMWV’s LIN
won’t change when you install
the helmet hardtop.

PS 741
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And remember
to get
approval
from your unit
commander
and comply
with local
regulations
regarding
CARC painting
before placing
your order.
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Use this
list of
authorized
helmet
hardtop
options…

NSN
2510-

Part
Number

01-446-3535

1551

01-502-7721

1551-C

01-446-3542

1551-0

01-502-8840

1551-0-C

01-439-9949

1551-1

01-503-4573

1551-1-C

01-446-3550

1551-3

01-502-8304

1551-3-C

01-446-3553

1551-4

01-502-8364

1551-4-C

01-502-8485

1551-5

01-502-7668

1551-5-C

01-462-9095

1551-6

01-502-7711

1551-6-C

01-446-3558

1552

01-502-6659

1552-C

01-446-3562

1552-0

01-502-9088

1552-0-C

01-446-3568

1552-1

01-502-8314

1552-1-C

01-446-3575

1552-3

01-502-8296

1552-3-C

01-446-3576

1552-4

01-502-8842

1552-4-C

01-503-4569

1552-5

01-502-6664

1552-5-C

01-502-6668

1552-6-C

Description
Unit for four-door HMMWV with
side storage compartments, OD green
OD green CARC-painted version of 1551
Unit for four-door HMMWV with no side storage
compartments and no windows, OD green
OD green CARC-painted version of 1551-0
Unit for four-door HMMWV
with side storage compartments,
left side antenna door and
ground plane in roof, OD green
OD green CARC-painted version of 1551-1
Unit for two-door HMMWV with
side storage compartments, OD green
OD green CARC-painted version of 1551-3
Unit for four-door HMMWV with
left storage compartment only, OD green
OD green CARC-painted version of 1551-4
Unit for two-door HMMWV with no side storage
compartments and no windows, OD green
OD green CARC-painted version of 1551-5
Unit for two-door HMMWV with side storage
compartments and bulkhead kit with
roof vents, OD green
OD green CARC-painted version of 1551-6
Unit for four-door HMMWV with
side storage compartments, Sand
Sand CARC-painted version of 1552
Unit for four-door HMMWV with no side storage
compartments and no windows, Sand
Sand CARC-painted version of 1552-0
Unit for four-door HMMWV with side storage
compartments, left side antenna door and
ground plane in roof, Sand
Sand CARC-painted version of 1552-1
Unit for two-door HMMWV with
side storage compartments, Sand
Sand CARC-painted version of 1552-3
Unit for four-door HMMWV with
left storage compartment only, Sand
Sand CARC-painted version of 1552-4
Unit for two-door HMMWV with no side storage
compartments and no windows, Sand
Sand CARC-painted version of 1552-5
Sand CARC-painted unit for two-door
HMMWV with side kit with roof vents

6/20/14 1:41 PM

Cargo Cover Repair

FMTV…
The repair kit
mends vinyl-coated
cargo covers.

Don’t use it on canvas
because it wasn’t made
for that.

The kit comes with an instruction
card, alcohol pads for cleaning
the vinyl, scissors and a roll of
repair tape.
uhh…
what’s
uP?

since our
cargo cover
LEAKs so bad,
I thought I’d
get a little
fishing in this
afternoon.

Here’s
how to
use it…

• Make sure your cargo cover is dry and is placed in an area that is 50°F or higher.
• Find the hole or tear on the inside (or
underside) of the fabric. Make all repairs on
this side.
off loose soil or dirt from the area to
•• Brush
Brush off loose soil or dirt from the area to
be taped. Clean the area with an alcohol
be taped. Clean the area with an alcohol
pad. Wipe a large enough surface so that
pad. Wipe a large enough surface so that
the tape will fit well inside the cleaned area.
the tape will fit well inside the cleaned area.
•
•
•
•

Let the fabric dry.
Spread the fabric on a flat surface.
Cut the tape two inches longer than the hole you want to cover.
Using the scissors, round off the four corners of the tape. Rounded corners make the
tape less likely to peel off.
• Peel off the film liner from the tape as you apply it to the inside of the fabric.
• Press the tape firmly against the fabric. Allow the tape to set, the longer the better.
Overnight is best, but give it at least 20 minutes.

Seam Repair
one smart idea that
can help you preserve
your FMTV’s cargo
covers is PMCS!

Without it, you can end up
with a ripped cargo cover
and a lot of things wet that
you wanted to keep dry.

So check for holes and tears
in your truck’s cargo cover
before moving out on a mission.
Then plug up any that you see.
Patch them with repair kit,
NSN 2540-01-496-4442.

if rain still gets in
after you’ve repaired
your truck’s canvas
cover, you may need
to seal the seams.

That should
solve my
problem
With keeping
cargo dry!

Apply sealant to the seams using a small
brush. seam sealant doesn’t come with the
repair kit, but you can order a pint with
NSN 8040-00-262-9028. Or get a gallon of
sealant with NSN 8040-00-281-1972.

My
lucky
day!

not any
more. I just
got a new
repair kit.

you’ll have
to find a new
fishing hole!

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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M1112 Water Trailer…

Breaking Out the Brake Parts
My hand brakes
are shot! when are
you gonna fix ‘em?

soon as they get
the parts info
fixed in the TM.

Maybe
I should
check with
Half-Mast.

Then use the info in this table
to order the parts that make
up the assembly from Fig 7…

Item

Description

Part Number

NSN

1
1
2
3
5
6

Brake assembly, right hand
Brake assembly, left hand
Pin, toggle
Cover, dust brake
Screw assembly
Plate, backing brake
Cylinder assembly,
hydraulic brake, left-hand
Cylinder assembly,
hydraulic brake, right-hand
Spacer, plate
Spring, helical, extension (orange)
Cup, hydraulic brake cylinder
Spring, helical, compression (black)
Strut, parking brake
Spring, helical, extension, parking
Spring, helical, compression (yellow)
Adjusting screw assembly, brake
Socket, brake adjusting screw
Clip, spring tension (retainer)
Washer, spring tension
Washer, flat
Lever, parking brake right-hand
Lever, parking brake left-hand
Brake shoe, front
Brake shoe, rear
Washer, flat
Screw, cap, hexagon head
Brake shoe kit, right-hand
Brake shoe kit, left-hand
Adjusting screw

42030
42031
18508
9254
23457
18496

2530-01-414-9317
2530-01-414-9319
5315-01-287-8770
5342-01-087-9679
5305-01-321-3522
2530-01-287-6869

9777

2530-00-161-7576

0977600

2530-00-161-7575

5-113
9786
9789
9791
11686278
046-130-00
9784
23323
18836
9795
9794
44869
N/A
N/A
23492
18503
MS27183-14
B1821BH038C112N
71-270
71-269
043-029-00

5365-01-396-3906
5360-01-288-5870
2530-01-263-7061
5360-01-287-7297
2530-01-074-7001
5360-01-454-5761
5360-01-320-5815
2530-01-288-3979
2530-01-287-9409
5340-01-277-0300
5310-01-466-0901
5310-01-462-3212
N/A*
N/A*
2530-01-289-2365
2530-01-287-4451
5310-00-080-6004
5305-01-407-9006
2530-01-395-5262
2530-01-395-2297
2530-01-482-5731

7
7

later…

these new
brakes are
great!
Half-Mast
came through
again!

Dear Half-Mast,
TM 9-2330-397-14&P comes up a little short on repair parts for the
hand brakes on our M1112 water trailer. A lot of the part numbers listed don’t
cross to NSNs and using the part number and CAGE to order sometimes
gets the wrong part.
We’ve been going to a local vendor to get the parts we need, but it seems
like the best solution would be to fix the parts info in the manual. Can you
give us some help?
							
SSG R.S.S.

Dear Sergeant,
As funding continues to fall, this is a problem that’s likely to continue. But I
have good news! Most of the hand brake parts do have NSNs.
First of all, use NSN 2530-01-396-7770 if you need the entire brake drum
assembly. It’s listed as Item 24 in Fig 13 of the TM.
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
20
21
22
23
24
NA
NA
NA

Note that Item 4 has been deleted. It’s no longer part of the hand brake group.
*The left and right parking brake levers (Fig 20) are no longer
available by NSN. However, you can get the levers by ordering the
right brake shoe kit, NSN 2530-01-414-9317, and left brake shoe kit,
NSN 2530-01-414-9314.
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M129A3/A4 Van Semi-trailers…

Hey, check out
my data plates!
How’s that for
some bling?

Um...I think
that might be a
bit too much.
How am I
s’posed to tell
what model you
are?

Safety…

More Tips for Towing the Mark
Looks good to me,
Grimes. C’mon, let’s
hit the road.

Check the Right Data Plate
M ore than a few drivers are scratching their heads over a data plate mix-up for the

M129A3/A4 12-ton van semi-trailer.
New trailers delivered from the manufacturer have a data plate attached to the
van body. The data plate identifies the trailer as an M129A4M, so Soldiers logically
assume the trailer is an M129A4. Problem is, that’s an incorrect assumption!
Refurbished M129A3 trailers received a modified M129A4 van body. That’s why
the van body data plate reads M129A4M (modified).
If the data plate on your trailer’s van body reads M129A4M, go to the data plate
on the frame. It’ll list the trailer as either an M129A3 or M129A4 and will not have
the M after it.
Data plate on van identifies
van body, not complete trailer
Check data plate on frame
for trailer’s model number

Hold up. Gotta make sure
everything’s secure. Don’t
want these two parting
company too soon.

Dear Editor,
After reading the towing safety article on Pages 10-11 of PS 735 (Feb 14),
I came up with a few more tips that might be useful to your readers:

• Check the TMs for both the towed and towing vehicles for any special
towing instructions.

• Never substitute anything for the tow bar pins or safety clips. Use only the
authorized hardware that is listed in the tow bar’s TM.

• Always insert tow bar pins with the head facing up and the safety clip on the
bottom. That way, if the safety clip fails, the pin is less likely to fall out.

• Be sure to put the cotter pin in the pintle hook. This keeps the tow bar and
towed vehicle from disconnecting during stops.

• The towing vehicle operator should always make a final safety check of the
tow bar pins and safety clips before moving out and at all rest stops.
CW4 Steve Locascio, USA, Ret.
Redstone Arsenal, AL
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Editor’s note: Great advice
for anyone to take along on a tow,
Steve. Thanks for passing it on.
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130G
Road
Grader…

…my turbocharger has

with all
this air
forced
down my
exhaust
pipe…

had it!

Turn the
Tables
on Turbo
Burnout

During checks and services, you may find that your

130G road grader’s turbocharger is shot. Talk about
an unwelcome surprise!
So what gives?
When the grader is transported on the back of a
semitrailer, the exhaust pipe faces directly into the
wind. That forces air down the exhaust pipe and into
the turbocharger.
All that forced air causes the turbocharger’s
impeller to spin. But since the grader isn’t running,
no oil is being pumped to the impeller bearings. No
lubrication means a damaged turbocharger.

Construction Equipment…
With my
tread turned
in different
directions, I
don’t know if
I’m coming or
going!

Just Follow
the Arrow!
Dear Half-Mast,
While chewing the fat in the
break room of our engineering
battalion, we had a little
maintenance disagreement
about tires.
Some say it doesn’t matter
which way the tread pattern on
a tire faces. Others argue that
mounting a tire with the tread
facing the wrong way results in
lost traction and faster wear.
We finally decided you could
set us straight. So which is
it? Does the direction of tread
pattern matter or not?
SFC G.V.J.
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So how do you prevent turbocharger burnout? Try
one of these two methods:
1. Put a few strips of duct tape, NSN 5640-00-103-2254,
over the exhaust stack opening. The duct tape keeps
air out of the stack and away from the turbocharger.
Just remember to remove the tape before startup.
2. Have your mechanic loosen the exhaust pipe’s pipe
clamp. Turn the pipe so its opening faces the back
of the trailer. Then re-tighten the clamp. There’s no
need to reposition the exhaust pipe once you arrive
at the construction site.

Make sure opening faces back of trailer

Dear Sergeant,
Unfortunately, the answer is both yes
and no. It all depends on the vehicle.
Tactical vehicles, like HEMTTs and
M939-series trucks, use non-directional
tires. That means the tread pattern can go
either direction. Of course, it’s always a
good idea to make sure the tread pattern
faces the same direction for all tires on the
same axle.
But with the large tires used on
construction equipment, it’s a whole
different story. Those tires are designed
for off-road use in loose sand, dirt, mud
and gravel. When pointed in the right
direction, the chevron pattern on the tires
provides the traction the vehicle needs.
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If you’re not sure which way to
mount one of these tires, take a
close look at the sidewall. You’ll
see a direction arrow that points
the way the tire should turn when
going forward.
Note
rotation
arrow
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HMEE-1…

BII and COEI Updated

Y

Description

PN

CAGE

1

3830-01-606-3157 (G)
3830-01-606-7798 (T)
3695-01-581-1516
3920-01-599-7968 (G)
3920-01-620-0378 (T)
3815-01-621-0800 (G)
3815-01-621-0795 (T)

4-in-1 multipurpose
loader bucket
Chain saw bar sheath

332/D8766 (G)
332/D6861 (T)
28933
347/00424 (G)
347/00427 (T)
347/00031 (G)
347/00032 (T)

0JKF0

3
4

COEI

5
7

3820-01-618-2696

15

2590-01-604-8500 (G)
5340-01-608-7820 (T)
2530-01-618-8466 (G)
2530-01-598-4010 (T)
2510-01-594-5661 (G)
2510-01-620-0659 (T)
5340-01-605-1242 (G)
5340-01-620-0389 (T)

16
17
18
19

5340-01-605-1243 (G)
5340-01-620-0386 (T)

20

5340-01-605-1241 (G)
5340-01-620-0382 (T)

Dipper dolly
General purpose
excavator bucket
Hammer drill carbide bit,
3/4-in dia, 24 in. long,
Skil #736 hex shank

02280

332/C6430 (G)
Spare tire carrier
332/C7176 (T)
347/20197 (G)
Spare tire
347/20198 (T)
Strut, backhoe w/light assy, 332/C4519 (G)
travel, 29.5 in. (750 mm)
332/C4523 (T)
Strut, loader crowd cylinder, 332/C4520 (G)
travel, 22.25 in. (565 mm)
332/C4524 (T)
Strut, loader lift cylinder,
332/C4522 (G)
maintenance, 31.1 in.
332/4526 (T)
(790 mm)
Strut, loader lift cylinder,
332/C4521 (G)
travel, 8.9 in. (227 mm)
332C4525 (T)

0C280
0JKF0
0JKF0
54252
0JKF0
0JKF0
0JKF0
0JKF0

12

5120-00-900-6111

13
Item

6150-01-619-0515
NSN

21
13
22
14
23
15
16
24
18

BII (continued)

NSN

5120-01-618-7986

3
14
15
4
16
6
18
12
20

ou probably have an engineer excavator that’s coming up short on its Components
of End Item (COEI) and Basic Issue Items (BII). That’s because the COEI and BII
lists in TM 5-2420-232-10 (Mar 09, w/Ch 1, Sep 12) need some serious updating.
So make a note of the following changes and additions until the TM can be updated.
Only the items changed are included. Bolded info highlighted below signifies the
change to the TM. Green is abbreviated as (G) and tan as (T).
Item

6

25
20
21
26
22
27
23
28
24
29
25
30
26
31
27
32
28
33
29

0JKF0

34
30

0JKF0

35
31

BII

36
32
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Item

NSN

Description

PN

CAGE

3

5110-01-581-1533

57-016

OC280

4

5130-01-581-1531

Chain saw adjustment wrench
Chain saw sharpening kit,
3/8-in. pitch
Drift, pin removal
Hammer, machinist’s,
ball peen, 3 lb
Harness assembly,
headlights relocation
Hose, duct, defrost
Hose clamp, duct, defrost
Inflator assembly, tire

38275

OC280

6

5120-01-618-7986

12

5120-00-900-6111

13

6150-01-619-0515

14
15
1-2 16

4720-01-619-0512
4730-01-619-0510
4720-01-619-0508

347/10456

0JKF0

347/22133

K7599

332/C7647

0JKF0

332/D6636
2201/0016
347/00452

0JKF0
0JKF0
0JKF0

37
33
39
34
44
46
35
47
49
36

PS 741 37
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39
44

/8-in. pitch
Drift, pin removal
Hammer, machinist’s,
ball peen, 3 lb
Harness assembly,
Description

347/10456

0JKF0

347/22133

K7599

332/C7647
PN

0JKF0
CAGE

OC280
57-016
ChainHose,
saw adjustment
wrench
0JKF0
duct, defrost
332/D6636
Chain
saw sharpening
kit,
0JKF0
Hose clamp,
duct, defrost
2201/0016
OC280
38275
3/8-in. pitch
0JKF0
Inflator
assembly, tire
347/00452
Drift,Padlock
pin removal
0JKF0
347/10456
0JKF0
332/X4458
Hammer,
machinist’s,
Screwdriver, combination,
K7599
347/22133
65LN0
CK3
ball peen,
3 lb
general
purpose
Harness
assembly,
0JKF0
Shackle, lifting
4030-01-618-6566
918/66900
6150-01-619-0515
332/C7647
headlights relocation
Sling assembly, lifting-bridle
3940-01-618-6571
ASJCB-16427 0CR59
0JKF0
Hose, duct, defrost
4720-01-619-0512
332/D6636
Socket, deep, 10 mm,
1CV05
5120-01-400-0270
J5010MH
0JKF0
Hose3/clamp,
duct,
defrost
4730-01-619-0510
2201/0016
8-in. drive, 6 pt
0JKF0
Inflator
assembly,
tire
4720-01-619-0508
347/00452
Socket,
deep,
13
mm,
1CV05
5120-01-400-0271
J5013MH
3/8-in.
0JKF0
Padlock
5340-01-612-4747
332/X4458
drive, 6 pt
Screwdriver,
combination,
Socket,
deep,
17
mm,
1CV05
5120-01-400-0277
J5017MH
65LNO
5120-00-062-5413
CK3
3/8-in. drive,
general
purpose
6 pt
0JKF0
Shackle,
lifting
4030-01-618-6566
918/66900
Socket,
deep,
19 mm,
1CV05
5120-01-400-0280
J5019MH
3/8-in. drive, 6 pt
Sling assembly,
lifting-bridle
3940-01-618-6571
ASJCB-16427 0CR59
Socketdeep,
extension,
Socket,
10 mm,
1CV05
5120-01-398-7673
J5260-06
1CV05
5120-01-400-0270
J5010MH
33/8-in. drive, 6 in.
/8-in. drive, 6 pt
Socket
wrench,
ratchet,
Socket, deep, 13 mm,
1CV05
5120-01-619-4322
J5249XL
1CV05
5120-01-400-0271
J5013MH
8-in.drive,
drive 628pt
3/38/-in.
1/8-in.,
Socket,
impact,
deep,
1
Socket, deep, 17 mm,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0182
J07518L
1CV05
5120-01-400-0277
J5017MH
3/34-in. sq drive, 6 pt
/8-in. drive, 6 pt
3/4-in.,
Socket,
impact,
Socket, deep, 19 mm,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0146
J07512
1CV05
5120-01-400-0280
J5019MH
3/34-in. sq drive, 6 pt
/8-in. drive, 6 pt
Socket,
impact,
1
in.,
Socket extension,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0155
J07516
1CV05
5120-01-398-7673
J5260-06
3/34-in. sq drive, 6 pt
/8-in. drive, 6 in.
5/16-in.,
Socket,
impact,
1
Socket wrench, ratchet,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0135
J07521
1CV05
5120-01-619-4322
J5249XL
3/4-in.
sq drive
drive,28
6 pt
3/8-in.
Socket,
impact,
17
mm,
1
impact, Deep, 1 /8-in.,
1CV05
5130-01-619-4321
J07517M
1CV05
5130-01-400-0182 Socket,
J07518L
33/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
Socket,
impact,
19
mm,
3
Socket, impact, /4-in.,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0290
J07519M
1CV05
5130-01-400-0146
J07512
33/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
Socket,
impact,
22
mm,
Socket, impact, 1 in.,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0298
J07522M
1CV05
5130-01-400-0155
J07516
33/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
Socket,
impact,
24
mm,
5
Socket, impact, 1 /16-in.,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0302
J07524M
1CV05
5130-01-400-0135
J07521
33/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
Socket,
impact,
30
mm,
Socket, impact, 17 mm,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0198
J07530M
1CV05
5130-01-619-4321
J07517M
33/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
Socket
set
metal
box
1CV05
5140-01-618-7979
J05400
Socket, impact, 19 mm,
1CV05
5130-01-400-0290
J07519M
3/4-in. adjustable,
sq drive, 6 pt
Wrench,
6 in.
39428
5120-00-264-3795
5385A12
Socket,
impact,
22
mm,
Wrench,
adjustable,
15
in.
1CV05
5120-00-423-6728
J715
1CV05
5130-01-400-0298
J07522M
3/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
combination, 10 mm J1210MASD 1CV05
5120-01-113-7134 Wrench,
Socket,
impact, 24 mm,
combination,
19 mm J1219MASD
1CV05
5120-01-349-0743
5130-01-400-0302 Wrench,
J07524M
3/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
Socket,
21 impact, 30 mm,
14
1CV05
5130-01-400-0198
J07530MAUG
3/4-in. sq drive, 6 pt
here
for a copy of this
article to save or email.
Socket set metal box
1CV05
5140-01-618-7979
J05400
Wrench, adjustable, 6 in.
39428
5120-00-264-3795
5385A12
5110-01-581-1533
4720-01-619-0512
4730-01-619-0510
5130-01-581-1531
4720-01-619-0508
5120-01-618-7986
5340-01-612-4747
5120-00-900-6111
5120-00-062-5413
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ALSE…

AGSE…
I hear what you’Re
thiNKinG… And I AgrEe!
you need To TAke Me to
the ALSE shop as SoOn
as we LAND. I nEEd
some Tending to.

Get the
the
Get

RIGHT
RIGHT
Helmet
Helmet

When it’s time
to sign out a
helmet from
the aviation
life support
equipment
(ALSE) shop,
one size does
not fit all.
Mission
success means
getting the
right sized
helmet and
gear.
Whatever you
need to know
about helmets
and gear,
you’ll find in
TM 1-168037 7-13&P-1.

Problems
with your
helmet?
Don’t delay!
Take it to
ALSE

PS 741
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Here’s a short
list of helmets
by size and the
other items to
get you started.

Your first step for
choosing the right
helmet is getting
your head measured
by the ALSE Tech.

Item

NSN

Ensemble

1680-01-510-1593

SizeUI
N/A

Item

NSN 8145-

Size

HGU-56/P
HGU-56/P
HGU-56/P
HGU-56/P
HGU-56/P
HGU-56/P

01-394-6474
01-394-8035
01-394-8034
01-394-8036
01-394-8033
01-394-8032

XL
LG
M
S
XS
XXS

Item

NSN 8145-

Size

HGU-56/P with CEP
HGU-56/P with CEP
HGU-56/P with CEP
HGU-56/P with CEP
HGU-56/P with CEP
HGU-56/P with CEP

01-522-5364
01-522-5368
01-522-5347
01-522-5344
01-522-5339
01-522-5310

XL
LG
M
S
XS
XXS

Item

NSN

PSGC

8415-01-513-8143
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when you
apply the
MWO to
the old
4-scale
DAWS…

Oops! it’s
suppOsed to
change into
a nice, new
3-scale DAWS!

echanics, the AGSE headshed needs your help to close out MWO 1-6670-389-50-1,
Inspection, Repair, Reset and Reconfiguration of Digital Aircraft Weighing Scales (DAWS),
by Aug 2014.
The MWO requires inspection of all 4-scale DAWS, NSN 6670-01-389-3887 (P/N AC125LP-410), returning from OEF/OIF operations to determine if they need repair or replacement
and to convert the DAWS from a 4-scale to a 3-scale configuration.
Apply MWO to old, 4-scale configuration DAWS…

…to make it a 3-scale configuration

If your DAWS was not in SWA but still has the 4-scale configuration, you can still apply the
MWO to change your DAWS to the 3-scale configuration.
If you have questions about the process, contact Robert Love at DSN 746-9198, (256) 8769198 or by email: robert.m.love14.civ@mail.mil
Get a copy of the MWO at the CAPS website: https://www.caps.peoavn.army.mil
You’ll need to register to access the site. Once you log in, click the AGSE tab. Click on
Equipment, then Digital Aircraft Weighing Scale (DAWS). Finally, click on DAWS 4-scale to
3-scale MWO 1-6670-389-50-1 to download a PDF copy.

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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OH-58D…
LoOks like
you’re goin’
for A ridE!

I got some
nice whEels,
doncha
think?

let’s
Jack this
baby!

hey! where
are your safety
goggles?

CH-47D/F…

hang
On!

the door
loOkS gOod
here in the
front!
what
about
you?

Jacking Up Aircraft With Wheels
Mechanics, lifting your Kiowa Warrior for ground handling may seem simple, but
there’s one important protection you shouldn’t forget. Make sure you’re wearing
safety goggles.
Because the ground handling wheels
(GHW), NSN 1730-01-382-8031 and NSN
1730-01-133-9204, operate under hydraulic
wear
safety
pressure, you’ll need to protect your eyes.
goggles
when
That’s because when using the GHW’s
jacking
hydraulic hand pump to apply lift pressure
aircraft.
to the aircraft, a mishap can sometimes
happen. For instance, hydraulic lines can
break or a loose line may pop off. When
that happens to a pressurized line, hydraulic
fluid spews out with a lot of force. Wearing
goggles keeps your eyes out of harm’s way.
‘Course, when using GHWs, always
make sure you and your fellow mechanic
pump the wheels on both sides of the skids
in unison. This keeps the aircraft level and
equalizes the pressure in both GHW’s.
As with any piece of hydraulic equipment, don’t ignore your GHW’s PMCS
or general maintenance. Check oil reservoirs for proper levels and lube as required.
Do all your Before and Monthly PMCS like it says in TM 1-1730-232-13&P and
the wheels will perform like a champ every time you need them to lift and move
your aircraft.
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INSPECT
WORK
PLATFORM
ACCESS
DOORS

I wanna
check the
dOor latch
pins while
I’m Up
here!

S

ome of the smallest things can cause some of the biggest problems when you rush through
the details of Chinook PMCS, mechanics.
Checking the forward and aft work platform doors isn’t optional or something you
do on a whim. You must inspect the doors daily like it says in TM 1-1520-240-PMS1 and
TM 1-1520-271-PMS1, Preventative Maintenance Services Modular Daily Inspection Checklist.
For example, the right and left forward/
aft pylon work platform door latches may
Check
platform
seem like small things, but if you don’t
latches...
check the latch pins for wear, security
and elongation, the doors can come open
suddenly during flight. And if the cables or
hinges break, the door could fly off and hit
the rotors.
Doing daily inspections catches that
...and
problem before it occurs.
cables
Here’s a question: Would you stake your
daily
life right now on the condition of your work
platform doors? Remember, when you’re
standing high up on the aft work platform,
you’re only supported by two cables.
So take care of the small things now to
avoid the big problems later.

PS 741
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AH-64A/D…

get rid of
standing
water

this TurneD
ouT TO BE A
gOod wash,
rinse and Dry.

I don’t
SeE Any
water!

Gran’pa Zeb, we
wanna hear the
story again. The
story of

But it’s our
favorite!

Pleee ease?

how the vest
was won!
Good! thEn I
don’t have to
worry about
corrosion.

All right,
you little
pollywogs,
but then it’s
bedtime.

move art up slightly in
this panel

Billy, you’ve
heard it a hundred
times, maybe two
hundred by now.

w hen you think of the word clean, what should come to mind is wash, rinse and dry.

Well, that same process applies to your AH-64 aircraft.
Before you get your wash on, don’t forget to bag and tie your electronic components
to protect them from water like it says in the IETM’s caution statement. The same
goes for the pitot static tubes. You don’t want water to affect the tubes so that you
won’t be able to tell your airspeed and wind speed.
After a thorough washing of your aircraft, water can pool in certain areas. Not
drying up that water invites corrosion. Stopping corrosion dead in its tracks requires
that you look for water in the most likely—and unlikely—places.
For example, after washing your AHIf water pools in swashplate area, dry it up
64, you need to check for leftover water
in the rotating swashplate area. If you
see water, use shop towels to soak it up.
Allow the area to dry and then apply
some corrosion preventive compound to
the swashplate like it says in the IETM.
An aircraft wash should not turn into a
major repair exercise, so take precautions
to protect parts and components from
water intrusion and corrosion.
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How The Vest Was Won
Part 1

The old West. Nothing left of it now but
a few dusty mementoes, like a tattered
patch sewn on an old man’s vest.

But once that man was
young and the world
offered a fistful of

adventure.
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Zebulon

McCanick
was one of
thousands
lured to
the Oregon
Trail…

For Zeb, “sheer beauty” had

…by the
freedom,
rumored
riches
and
sheer
beauty
of the
West…

a very specific definition…

Now Zeb loved life on the trail, but he didn’t
love the dubious characters and assorted
varmints and critters that came with it.

Especially
one varmint in
particular.

this
varmint.

W! !!

Miss Wilson, I mean.
Would you care
to ride instead of
walk? I’ve plenty of
extra room.

{ahem}
Jenny?

No, thank you,
Mister McCanick.
I like to take
a little daily
exercise in the
fresh air.

PS 741
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razzin’
fraZzin’

{cough cough} Why,
that no good—

fresh
Air? HA!
I’m gettin’
dusty lung
out here.
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EE-HAW
E
E
e
e
Y e

—Wait! That’s Lex Doiley.
Lex Oily,
you mean.
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No need to be snide.
golly, Lex has the
prettiest wagon this
side of San Francisco.

JUL 14

7/7/14 10:19 AM

it won’t
stay that
way long.

I haven’t seen him
check those flashy red
wheels once since we
left independence.

Well, lookie
what the sunset drug in.

His rattlin’
hubs sound
mighty loose
to me.

Then someone
should warn
Lex.

Thought I’d left you
in the dust at Rattler
Creek, Zeb.

sigh…
I’ll do
it! Giddyup,
girl!

Menial
labor is so
overrated.

Hardly. Just
stopped to
grease the axles
on my wagon.

Oh, Lex, I meant
to remind you
earlier to check
your wheels, too.

clip
clop
clip

Slow but steady as was his
way, Zeb eventually caught up
to the main wagon train where
they camped for the night.
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Now Miss Jenny, you
needn’t fret about
my accoutrements. I
reckon those wheels
cost me more than
Zeb’s entire rig.

PS 740

Not worth
a lick of
lizard spit if
they aren’t
maintained.

twice the
price, twice
the quality,
I always
say.
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What’s
that, Zeb?
Didn’t quite
catch that.

JUL 14
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But I s’pect
you still got a
touch of dusty
throat from
the trail.

Taking risks
is one thing,
common sense
is another.

I saved you
some beans and
biscuits, Mister
McCanick.

Now, boys, play
nice. How ’bout a
round of cards?

Not tonight. I still need to
check over my wagon from
neck yoke to brake lever.

Then I think
I’ll hit the hay.
’Night, folks.

much obliged,
Miss Wilson.

Goodnight, Mister
McCanick.

Sweet dreams,
mister greasy!

razzin’
frazzin’
razZin’…
Whatcha
doin’
there,
Zeb?

Afore? Why
make extry
work fer
yerself,
Zeb?
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Oh, just
securing this
harness piece
before it snaps
on the trail.

if it
breaks,
worry
’bout it
then.

I might lose my
team. No, Sam, I
can’t take that
cHance.
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Some
men jest
ain’t risktakers.

AUG 14

Dusty days and dangerous nights passed on the
trail. When he wasn’t tending his own team or
gear, Zeb coached other pioneers in preventive
maintenance. Some were skeptical at first.
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but over the weeks,
many a traveler who
followed his advice
was saved from
misfortune.

JUL 14
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Stories about
Zeb’s PM
skills spread
up and down
the trail.

Even the crusty old wagon

master, Sam, was won over
when Zeb showed him how to
caulk his wagon bed before
fording a river.

Men who didn’t bother

were left with soaked
supplies and downright
cranky wives.

M40-Series Masks…

Can M40 Convert to M40A1?
FED LOG

says you M40
masks are
no longer
supported.

I guess
I can
convert
you to an
M40A1.

but you can
use some of
the M40A1
parts and keep
using me until
I wear out.

Never asked you
a’fore, son, but
where’d you learn
all these nifty
tricks?

When I was in
the Army, I was
stationed on the
frontier, Sam.

PS 741
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Say, did
you know
there are
rumors of
other folks
like you?

I can
still
ProtEcT
yOu!

Luckily, that knowledge
wasn’t turned in with my
weapons when I mustered out,
so it came along with me.

Dear Half-Mast,
We have several old M40 masks. FED LOG says the M40 is no longer
supported. Can we convert them to M40A1s?
								
SSG P.H.

Cavalry life taught
me how to care for
my mount, my weapons
and my gear.

Lucky
for us,
too!

{sigh}
no, you
can’t.

Folks who check
and fix up the gear
and wagons right
plumb nice. Some
say they set up
shop in Fort Hall.
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Hmmm.
Mebbe
I’ll poke
around a
bit when we
get there.

what
will zeb
Find at
Ft Hall—
helpful
folks
or
heartbreak?
find out
next
month in
part 2!
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Dear Sergeant,
No. The M40 and M40A1 internal
drink tube couplings are glued to the
facepiece and to the internal drink tube
itself. Because these are different parts
for the M40 and M40A1, there’s no way
to convert an M40 to an M40A1. In
addition, the M40 requires a hood, but
the M40A1 uses a second skin instead.
To order an M40A1, use these NSNs:
• Small, NSN 4240-01-370-3821
• Medium, NSN 4240-01-370-3822
• Large, NSN 4240-01-370-3823

PS 741

Of course, as long as the M40 is still
in good shape, you can continue to use
it. Many of the M40A1 parts, like the
head harness and outserts, can also be
used on the M40.
If you have any M40 questions,
contact TACOM’s Bipin Patel at DSN
786-1562, (586) 282-1562, or email:
bipin.b.patel.civ@mail.mil
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M240 Machine Gun…

you can’t use the old
BFA with the M240L’s
new short barrel.

Short Barrel Needs New BFA
Dear Editor,
MWO 9-1005-313-23-4 added a short
barrel to the M240L. But the M24 blank
firing attachment (BFA) can’t be used with
the short barrel.
For the short barrel, you must use the
M26 BFA, NSN 1005-01-565-6693.
Until it arrives, continue to train with the
standard barrel and the M24 BFA, NSN
1005-01-480-0289. Never use the M26
on the standard barrel or the M24 on the
short barrel. You’ll damage the barrels.
I thought your readers would want to know.

While we’re on the
subject, let’s review
all the M240 BFAs.

PS 741
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Charles “George” King
TACOM LAR
Ft Riley, KS

M21 BFA—The M21 doesn’t
have a single NSN, but instead
has three separate components:
chamber
and
discriminator
assembly, NSN 1005-01-142-2841;
weapon spare parts ordnance bag,
NSN 8105-01-147-9841; and
M1-series tank firing attachment
adapter, NSN 1005-01-218-0693.
They must be ordered individually.

Use M21’s chamber
and discriminator
assembly and ordnance
bag with M240, M240C
and M240E

M1-series firing attachment is only for M240 fired from M1-series tank

They certainly
would. Thanks for
letting us know.

M26 BFA
should be used
with M240L
short barrel

you need the new

M26 Bfa. here’s the
whole bFA story.

There are two different
BFAs besides the M26
that can be used on the
M240s. But they aren’t
interchangeable.
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M24 BFA—The M24, NSN 1005-01-480-0289, is the only authorized BFA for
the M240B, M240D, M240H, M240L (standard barrel), and M240N. The M24
doesn’t need a discriminator. It’s a stand-alone item.
The M24 has two repair parts:
the shaft, NSN 5340-01-481-8127,
and pull ring, NSN 5325-01-480-6849.
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M224,
M224A1
Mortar…

Get the Torque Right
you
torqued
me wrong!
my firing
mechanism
is loose.

WHY

WON’T YOU
Fire?!

M120/M121 Mortar System…

Remove MSK Legs Only for Shipment
Page 42 in PS 734 (Jan 14) said
to remove the M120/M121 mortar
stowage kits (MSK) legs for
travel. This raised a couple of
questions from readers…

Remove guide rail
legs before travel

I

f the hardware for the handle and firing mechanism on the M224 and M224A1 mortars
isn’t torqued correctly, the mortars may not fire.
Here’s the correct torque:
*M224: Tighten the self-locking screw and nuts to 10 + 2 lb-ft (13.6 + 2.7 N·m).
Nut

Nut

M224

Nut

M224A1

Nut

Screw
Screw

*M224A1: Torque the two new self-locking nuts to 10 + 2 lb-ft (13.6 + 2.7 N·m). Torque
the shoulder screw into the loop clamp to 12.5 + 2 lb-ft (17.0 + 2.7 N·m).
Make a note until this info is added to TM 9-1010-223-23&P and TM 9-1010-233-23&P.
And check out the complete scoop in TACOM maintenance information message 14-022:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI14-022.html
*Torque references are industry standard.
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Should the
MSK legs be
removed when
you’re changing
locations in
a tactical
environment?

No. Remove the
legs only when
the mortar is
being shipped.
in a tactical
environment,
leave the
legs on.

AN/PED-5 Laser Target
Locator Module…

Easy
Does It
with I/O
Cable

Should the
baseplate or bipod
be emplaced on a
piece of plywood
as shown in the
illustration?

No plywood is
required for either
the baseplate or
bipod. The baseplate
should be emplaced
on the bare
ground following
the emplacement
procedure in the TM.

Ouch!
you just
RUiNEd my

I/O cable
when you
Jerked it!

sorry. I can be Such A jerk sometimes.

I t’s very easy to damage the AN/PED-5

laser target locator module’s external input/
output (I/O) cable.
If you jerk the 90-degree connector off
the laser target locator module I/O interface
connector, you damage both the cable and
the connection port.
Avoid that by pulling the connector
straight off with a slight rocking motion.

Jerking out I/O
cable damages
cable and port
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AN/PVS-14 Night Vision Device…

No image? CheCk Retaining Ring
try tightening my
image intensifier
tube retaining
ring before you
replace anything.

I can’t see AnyThiNg
throUgh you! Guess
we’re going to have
to replace your
image intensifier
tube. That’s a big hit
for our budget.

that’s
usually the
problem.

If the problem is a loose
retaining ring, remember you
must use the retainer wrench, NSN
5120-01-170-5088, to tighten the
ring or it won’t stay tight.
The troubleshooting table in TM
11-5855-306-23&P will be revised
to add a check for a loose image
intensifier tube retaining ring.
There will also be an enhanced
maintenance training package
coming out for the AN/PVS-14.

MK 19 Machine Gun…
I think
I’ve got
an SMR
problem!

We’ll
correct
that ASAP!

R
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Retainer wrench

Sear, Feed Slide
SMR Codes Wrong
Dear Half-Mast,
We are having trouble ordering the sear
assembly and feed slide assembly for our
MK 19s. Fig 2 in TM 9-1010-23023&P (Aug 12) lists NSN 1010-01-1336990 for the sear assembly and NSN
1010-01-133-6980 for the feed slide
assembly. But FED LOG shows these
NSNs as unavailable. Can you help?

not so
fast!

epairmen are replacing the AN/PVS-14 night vision device’s image intensifier tube
when the problem may be just a loose retaining ring. That’s a $1,500 fix for a ring that
just needs tightening.
When the retaining ring isn’t installed right, it can loosen. That allows the light
pipe and image intensifier to shift in the housing. The light pipe can no longer
project the IR indicator light or low battery indicator in the field of view. That makes the
AN/PVS-14 NMC.
And if the retaining ring loosens
The only way
completely, the image intensifier
to verify the
retaining
ring
won’t work at all.
is loose is to
The following faults are indicators
disassemble the
AN/PVS-14.
of a loose retaining ring:
• Low battery indicator
doesn’t light
• Image intensifier doesn’t
glow green
• IR illuminator fails
• IR indicator light doesn’t work
• A noticeable rattle when the
NVD is handled

Tighten
loose
image
intensifier
tube
retaining
ring with
retainer
wrench so
ring stays
tight

MSG C.T.

Dear Master Sergeant,
Sure can. The TM lists an SMR
code of PAFFF for both items.
That’s wrong. The correct SMR
code is AFFFF, which means you
order the individual components
and assemble them at field-level
maintenance. See Fig 11 for the
feed slide assembly components
and Fig 12 for the sear assembly
components. The SMR codes will
be corrected in the next revision
to the TM.

Feed slide and sear
SMR code is AFFFF

Click here for a copy of these articles to save or email.
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M2A1 Machine Gun…

M2A1 Machine Gun…

Old Barrel Cover
Doesn’t Fit
I don’t think
this is gonna
fit your spare
baRrel. Yours
is longer than
the M2’s.

Only One
solution. Take
Off My FlasH
SupPreSsoR.
Then it’lL fit!

Where’s
the Tool?
says here you’re s’posed to have
a barrel support removal toOl!

Dear Half-Mast,
The M2A1 machine gun’s TM
9-1005-347-23&P lists a barrel
support removal tool in WP 0026
under the removal and installation
instructions. But we can’t find an
NSN for the tool. Is there one?
					

			

Dear Half-Mast,
We have started receiving the new M2A1 machine guns and have discovered
the old M2 spare barrel cover, NSN 1005-00-659-1031, doesn’t fit. It’s
about two inches too short. Is there a longer M2A1 cover available?
CW4 P.A.M.
Not yet, chief.
TACOM is working
on putting an M2A1
barrel cover in
the system, but
that may be some
time yet.

The solution in the meantime
is to remove the spare
barrel’s flash suppressor.
Then the M2 cover fits.
Store the suppressor in the
bag for the spare barrel
SO it won’t get lost.

news to mE! I’ve
never sEen one.

Dear Sergeant,
There is no NSN because there is no
tool. The tool was included in the TM
by mistake. All references to the tool
will be removed in the next revision to
the TM.

SGT B.B.

Check for
L o o s e M240L
Pistol Grip

When operators and small arms

repairmen do the PMCS for the
M240L machine gun, they also need
to check for a loose pistol grip.

Operators
are authorized
to remove the
M2A1 flash
suppressor.

Look in pistol grip for loose or missing bolt
Flash
suppressor

Removing flash suppressor on
spare barrel allows cover to fit
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Look inside the pistol grip and make sure the bolt
and washer are securely installed. If the bolt is loose or
missing, the M240L is NMC.
This check will be added to the PMCS for both TM
9-1005-313-10 and -23&P.
Remember, the M240B and M240L trigger assemblies
are not interchangeable. Use the correct trigger.
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Small Arms…

which lube goes
Do
soldiErs
know?

if They Don’t,
I hope they
read this!

Dear Editor,
As an armament tech, I correct armorers about using the wrong lubes
on weapons all the time. I think it would be a great idea for PS to summarize
which lubes can be used on which weapons. That would clear up some of
the confusion.
						
CW2 Ryan Harmon
						
Camp Casey, Republic of Korea

Editor’s note: That’s a great idea! Here we go:
Small arms lubricants differ in viscosity (how easily they flow), chemical
composition and heat resistance. These characteristics dictate which lubricant
to use depending on the weapon and environmental conditions. Your -10 TM is
always the best guide to cleaning and lubing your weapons, but here are some
general guidelines on lubricants:
RBC (rifle bore cleaner) is not a lubricant. It’s strictly for cleaning out carbon
and powder from the chamber and bore. Remember, when you’re finished using
RBC, you need to lube your weapon.
CLP (cleaner, lubricant, preservative) is usually the best choice for taking care
of your weapon since it cleans, lubes and preserves in one step.
LSA (lubricant, semi-fluid, automatic weapons) and LSA-T (lubricant, semifluid, automatic weapons with Teflon®) are strictly lubricants. So before using
them you must first clean your weapons with dry cleaning solvent, MIL-PRF-680
Type II. Always de-grease thoroughly when changing lubes.
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on which weapon?
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CLP and LSA can be used on most weapons as long as the temperature is  -10°F
or higher. When the temperature drops below 10°F, you can use LAW (lubricating
oil, arctic, weapons). If it’s below -10°F, use only LAW on most weapons.
There are exceptions, though. For the M249 machine gun and the M3 recoiless
rifle, use only CLP regardless of the temperature.
On the M231 firing port weapon, don’t use CLP. Use only LSA in normal
conditions and LAW in extreme cold.
clp isn’t
For the MK 19, never use CLP—
strong enough
it’s not strong enough. Use GMD
for your mk 19.
use gmd, lsa,
(grease, molybdenum disulfide) if
or lsa-t.
you can get it. If you can’t, use LSA
or LSA-T. If the temperature drops
below 0°F, it’s OK to use LAW.
When you’re lubing, remember
a light lube means a film barely
visible to the eye. A heavy lube means
a film thick enough to spread with
your finger.
If you need the NSNs for these lubricants and cleaners, see your -10 TM or
Page 23 in PS 671 (Oct 08) at:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2008/671/671-23.pdf
Now that you’ve got the whole lube story, make sure armorers and Soldiers read
the story. Copy this article and hand it out at the next Sergeant’s Time. Post it on
bulletin
PS 741boards, too.
45
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Safety…

heat KILLS,
HEAT
kills, PART
part Ii Ii

Heat Exhaustion
Heat exhaustion
is the inability to
continue working or
exercising because of
exposure to heat.

it usually occurs during hard
physical labor in the hot sun
and high temperatures.

On Pages 50-51 of PS 740 (Jul 14), we
discussed the causes, risks and sources
of information for heat injury.

in this article, we’ll
discuss types of
heat injuries, their
symptoms, treatment
and prevention.

it involves a
loss of body
fluids through
sweating.

Here are the
symptoms…

Exertional heat
illness (EHI) refers
to disorders
caused by total
body heat stress…

PS 741
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…primarily
muscle cramps,
heat exhaustion
and heat stroke.

and Here’s the treatment for someone
suffering from heat exhaustion…

• Move the person out of the heat and into an airconditioned room where he can rest. If you can’t get
him inside, move him to the nearest cool, shady place.
• Loosen his uniform; remove head gear.

The two major
kinds of EHI are heat
exhaustion and heat
stroke.
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if you don’t replace
the fluids you’ve
lost, you’ll suffer
heat exhaustion.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sweating
Weakness
Dark-colored urine
Muscle cramps
Dizziness
Nausea
Headache
Confusion
Clumsiness/lack of
coordination
• Fainting

PS 741

• Have him
drink 2 quarts
of water
over a 1-hour
period. (Make
sure he
doesn’t drink
more than 2
quarts.)

• If he doesn’t improve within 30 minutes, or if his
condition worsens, get him to a medic or doctor.
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Heat Stroke
Left untreated,
heat exhaustion can
progress to heat

stroke.

A body suffering
from heat stroke
can’t control its
own temperature.

Core body temperature
climbs above 105°F. This
is the most dangerous
form of heat injury.

Here are the
symptoms:

Prevention
Soldiers seldom have the
option of staying in the cool
indoors all the time.

• Wear lightweight, loose-fitting
clothing and a helmet or
boonie hat.
• Slather on sunscreen, SPF 30
or higher.
• Take extra precautions in
extreme heat and humidity.
Drink 24 ounces of fluid 2
hours before work or exercise.
Drink another eight ounces
right before. And during work
or exercise, drink another
eight ounces every 20 minutes
whether you’re thirsty or not.
• Avoid alcohol. It will make you
lose more fluids and worsen
the problem.

it can damage the
brain and other
organs. it can even
kill you.

• Heavy sweating
• Convulsions/chills

• Vomiting
• Confusion/mumbling

so when you must go out into the sun and
heat, follow these guidelines to prevent
heat exhaustion and heat stroke.

• Combative
• Fainting

Here’s the treatment for someone suffering from heat stroke:
• Call for immediate evacuation to
a hospital.
• While waiting for transportation,
begin rapid cooling of the heat
stroke victim. The faster the body
is cooled, the less damage to the
brain and organs.
• Move the person out of the heat
and into an air-conditioned room
or at least to the nearest cool,
shady place.
• Strip off ACU to underwear.
• Fan air over the body while
wetting the skin with water from
cloths.

• Drink extra fluids, at least
eight glasses of water, fruit
juice or vegetable juice each
day. During times of extreme
heat and humidity, consider
switching to sport drinks
with electrolytes.

Recommended Reading
Here’s reading material
to help you learn even
more about preventing and
treating heat injuries.

• If ice is available, soak sheets in ice water. Cover all of the body except the face with
iced sheets.

TRADOC Regulation 350-29, Prevention of Heat and Cold Casualties (Jul 12). You’ll find it
online at the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command:
http://www.tradoc.army.mil/tpubs/regs/tr350-29.pdf
TB Med 507, Heat Stress Control and Heat Casualty Management (Mar 03). You’ll find it
online at the Army Publishing Directorate:
http://armypubs.army.mil/med/DR_pubs/dr_a/pdf/tbmed507.pdf
The Heat Illness Prevention web page on the U. S. Army Public Health Command website:
http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/discond/hipss/Pages/HeatinjuryPrevention.aspx
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Convective
Space
Heater…

Recharging Battery Pack
is Required!
Winter is
ComiNG.

that’s
right!
I knew
there was
sOMEThinG
I had to
do to GET
READY FOR
winter…

…recharge
my space
heater’s
batteries!

Operators, every 6 months, recharge the battery pack, NSN 4520-01-493-2796,
in your 35,000-BTU and 60,000-BTU convective space heaters. A discharged battery
pack that sits around for a long time may be impossible to recharge. And replacing the
pack costs more than $900.
When you operate the
Keep battery pack charged
convective space heater, the
battery pack gets recharged by
the thermoelectric generator
(TEG) on the heater. That’s fine
during colder months when the
heater’s running a lot. But it’s
a different story during warmer
months when the heater sits idle
for a long time. That’s when the
pack typically goes uncharged.
PS 741
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Battery Pack Recharging Methods

Here are five methods for recharging the battery pack…

1. During heater operation: As mentioned before, you can recharge the battery pack by
operating the heater. It usually takes about 30 minutes. If the pack is deeply discharged,
or if you’re recharging in cold weather, it will take longer.
2. Standard automotive tool set (SATS): You can also use the SATS 12V battery charger,
NSN 6130-01-500-3401, to recharge the heater’s battery pack.
3. Commercial battery charger: Or you can use a commercial 12V smart charger. A smart
charger automatically shuts off when charging is complete. Don’t use a manual charger. It
could overcharge the pack and make it unserviceable.
All convective space
heaters come with
a battery charging
adapter, NSN 4520-01493-2810, that must be
used with a commercial
or SATS 12V battery
charger. The adapter
is a component of
end item.
4. NATO charging system: The NATO charging system, NSN 4520-01-533-0607, lets you charge
the pack by connecting it to any vehicle outfitted with a 24V NATO adapter. The charging
system can be directly attached to any 24V NATO slave receptacle. The charging system’s
battery connector fits onto the pack’s connector.
The NATO charging system is an additional authorized item. It’s a complete charging
system, not just a jumper cable. When the system is attached to the heater’s battery pack
and DC power, a small LED blinks to indicate that the pack is charging. When the pack is
fully charged, the LED stops blinking and stays lit. The charging system can’t be hooked up
incorrectly and won’t drain the vehicle battery below 18V.
5. Series battery charger rack: The charger rack is used for bench charging the battery packs.
The rack has three charging trays that allow you to charge a total of 18 packs at one time.
Series
battery
charger
rack is
used for
bench
charging

The rack isn’t in the
Army supply system.
It’s a commercial item
available through HDT
Global. The HDT part
number is 301-H003005.
To order, call HDT
Global at (800) 9698527, or email:
sales@hdtglobal.com
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Battery Pack Charging Tips
• Keep the pack fully charged. The convective space heater battery pack works the same
as a vehicle battery. The heater uses the pack to start itself. Then, during operation,
the heater recharges the pack. If the pack becomes discharged, recharge it right away.
Storing a discharged pack will shorten its life and degrade its performance. Later, you
may not be able to recharge it. Charge the pack every 6 months while it’s in storage.
• Charging under normal conditions: If the pack has recently been discharged, it
can usually be recharged in about an hour or two. It will take longer if the air is cold
(20°F or less).
• Use a 110VAC to 12VDC commercial
NATO
smart charger. You can also use the
charging
NATO charging system. Attach the
system
charger to the pack like it says in TM
connects
10-4520-262-12&P (35K BTU) and TM
to
10-4520-264-12&P (60K BTU). When
vehicle’s
recharging the pack under normal
24V
conditions, check the pack’s standing
NATO
voltage with a multimeter every
adapter
30 minutes.
• Charging when the pack is in a deeply discharged condition: If the pack is deeply
discharged (less than 11.5V), it will take longer to recharge, usually about 24 hours. Use a
commercial 12V smart charger. Attach the charger to the pack like it says in the TMs and
start charging. Every 4 hours, check the pack’s standing voltage with a multimeter to find
out if it’s fully charged.

How to Use

it’s
easier
than you
think!

PS Magazine’s
Search Engine
Looking for an
article that you
read in a past
issue of PS?

it was just
a couple of
months ago.
I’m almost
positive!

Want to see what we’ve
written about a specific
piece of equipment?

Battery Pack’s Standing Voltage

To check the standing voltage, disconnect the pack from the charger. Let it stand
disconnected for 30 minutes. Then check the voltage with a multimeter. If the
standing voltage is not at 100 percent of charge, reconnect the pack to the charger
and continue charging.
After you disconnect the pack from the charger, the first voltage reading will be
higher than normal. The voltage will decrease slowly, then stabilize at the standing
voltage. If, after charging the pack, the standing voltage will not stabilize, the battery
pack isn’t working.
This table relates
in other
battery pack standing
voltage to the percent
of charge in the pack.
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Percent of
charge in pack

Voltage
reading

80
90
100

12.4 - 12.5
12.5 - 12.6
12.6 - 12.7
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words, if the
multimeter
reads the
voltage
between 12.4V
and 12.5V,
it means
the pack is
80 percent
charged.
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makes it easy for you to look up info
in our online issues from January
2000 through the current issue.
You can access
the PS search
engine at:
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a software
upgrade has
changed how
the seach
engine works.
Follow these
helpful
points…

• Searches aRe not CAse senSitive.
• Single word searches. To search for an article with a particular
word, simply type it in the seach box. For example:
-- tritium will find all articles that contain the word tritium.
-- HMMWV will find all articles that contain the word
HMMWV.

However, doing a search for words that end in a suffix will also return
articles that don’t have the suffix or have a different suffix. For example:

• alternator will find articles with alternator, but it will also
find alternate, alternative, alternatives, and alternating.
• follower will find articles with follower, but will also find
follow, follows, following, and followed.
• Multiple word searches. Here’s how to search for articles that
contain multiple words. For example:
-- +tripod +hazard finds all articles with both tripod and
hazard in them.
-- +tripod +hazard +NSN finds all articles with all three
words in them.
• Searching for one word, but not another. Here’s how to
search for one word but exclude another word:
-- -HMMWV +tires will search for all articles with tires, but
leave out articles that also contain HMMWV.

• Searching for numbers. You can easily search for a string of numbers (for example,
+4587632 will find articles containing the sequence of numbers 4587632). However,
because the dash (-) creates a search that filters out anything following the dash,
searching for NSNs, part numbers, TM numbers and work packages that contain
dashes must be done differently. Search like this:
-- +NSN +1005 +01 +306 +9442 will find all articles with NSN 1005-01-306-9442.
-- +TM +9 +1005 +437 +13&P will find all articles with TM 9-1005-437-13&P.
-- +PN +1005991 +1 will find all articles with PN 1005991-1.
-- +WP +0004 +00 +6 will find all articles with WP 0004 00-6.
• +CAC +enabled will find articles
that contain CAC-enabled.
• +non +standard will find articles
that contain non-standard.

d words must
Searches for hyphenate
For example:
y.
wa
this
d
ate
also be tre

For wildcard
searches, use
the question
mark (?) to
replace any
character(s)
before or
after the
search term.
For example:

• ?ank will find:
-- Articles with the word tank.
-- Articles with the word thanks.
-- Articles with the word cantankerous.
• up? will find:
-- Articles with the word up.
-- Articles with the word upgrades.
-- Articles with the word updates.

You’ll
ps
nd
fi these ti
hen
and more w
Helpful
you click on
appears
Hints, which
arch
se
e
th
on
.
engine page

Still can’t find
what you’re
looking for?
Drop us an
email at:

half.mast@us.army.mil or usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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Supply…

Soldier
a
Forms a
Solution

What a
waste of
paper!
There’s
gotta be
a better
way.

SSG Neeley’s solution makes 6 forms instead of 1
REORDER POINT RECORD

REORDER POINT RECORD

FOR USE OF THIS FORM, SEE DA PAM 710-2-2;
THE PROPONENT AGENCY IS DCS, G-4.

FOR USE OF THIS FORM, SEE DA PAM 710-2-2;
THE PROPONENT AGENCY IS DCS, G-4.
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ITEM NOUN
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ITEM NOUN
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UM

TO STOCK CONTROL

RO
ROP

DATE

DA FORM 1300-4, JAN 82
Edition of Oct 72 is obsolete.

STOCK NUMBER

UI

ITEM NOUN

ON HAND

APD V1.00

TO STOCK CONTROL

TO WAREHOUSE
DATE

RO
ROP

DATE

DA FORM 1300-4, JAN 82
Edition of Oct 72 is obsolete.

REORDER POINT RECORD

FOR USE OF THIS FORM, SEE DA PAM 710-2-2;
THE PROPONENT AGENCY IS DCS, G-4.

FOR USE OF THIS FORM, SEE DA PAM 710-2-2;
THE PROPONENT AGENCY IS DCS, G-4.

STOCK NUMBER
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ITEM NOUN
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STOCK NUMBER

UI

ITEM NOUN

LOCATION
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ON HAND

APD V1.00

TO STOCK CONTROL

RO
ROP

DATE

ON HAND

UI

TO STOCK CONTROL

TO WAREHOUSE
DATE

RO
ROP

DATE

DA FORM 1300-4, JAN 82
Edition of Oct 72 is obsolete.

ON HAND

APD V1.00

FOR USE OF THIS FORM, SEE DA PAM 710-2-2;
THE PROPONENT AGENCY IS DCS, G-4.

M QTY

STOCK NUMBER

UI

ITEM NOUN

UM

M QTY
UI

LOCATION
TO STOCK CONTROL

TO WAREHOUSE
DATE

M QTY

REORDER POINT RECORD

LOCATION

TO WAREHOUSE

UM

LOCATION

REORDER POINT RECORD

DATE

FOR USE OF THIS FORM, SEE DA PAM 710-2-2;
THE PROPONENT AGENCY IS DCS, G-4.

M QTY

LOCATION

TO WAREHOUSE
DATE

Dear Editor,
DA Form 1300-4, Reorder Point Card (Jan 1982), is used in bench
stock containers to track usage and reorder point records. But it can’t be
ordered in hard copy anymore from the Army Publishing Directorate. The only
way to get it is through electronic download.
I find that this PDF version wastes paper and manpower. Right now, you
can only print off one front and one back of the form separately, each using
up a full 8.5 x 11 sheet of printer paper. Since DA Form 1300-4 is small
(about 2 1/2 x 4 3/4 inches), that means wasting lots of paper. Then, because
it’s double-sided, you also have to manually cut out and glue the front of the
form to the back just to make one complete form.
I came up with a solution that I think can save units time and money:

M QTY

REORDER POINT RECORD

RO
ROP

DATE

ON HAND

TO STOCK CONTROL

TO WAREHOUSE
DATE

RO
ROP

DATE

ON HAND

• Download the front and back of DA Form 1300-4 to make one template.
For optimal efficiency, shrink the original forms a bit. This way, six forms can
fit and fill a single 8.5 x 11 piece of paper. Make two rows of three on the
front of the form, and another two rows of three on the back.
• Glue the front and back template pages together back-to-back to make a
single two-sided page. Make sure it’s aligned on both sides so that it can
be cut into six separate forms with a paper cutter using full vertical and
horizontal cuts.
• Ideally, use card stock instead of plain paper so the forms will hold up
better in the wear and tear of a bench stock location.
By using the suggestions above in combo with a double-sided printer,
multiple bench stock cards can be made without the gluing while saving time,
money and effort.
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SSG Charles (Tim) Neeley
Quality Assurance
AASF #2
Tupelo, MS

DA FORM 1300-4, JAN 82
Edition of Oct 72 is obsolete.

APD V1.00

DA FORM 1300-4, JAN 82
Edition of Oct 72 is obsolete.

APD V1.00

DA FORM 1300-4, JAN 82
Edition of Oct 72 is obsolete.

APD V1.00

Editor’s note: Excellent work, Sergeant. Just the kind of creative yet practical
ideas that our Army needs to be more cost-effective and efficient. Readers who
would like a print-ready copy of Sergeant Neeley’s DA 1300-4 form can drop an
email to Half-Mast at:
half.mast@us.army.mil or usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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How to Suspend
Troubleshooting in EMS NG

Software…

Hey, Jonesy! You
gOtTa check this out.
sarge is doing the
chicken dance!

wHoOps!
I better
save this!

Resuming Suspended Sessions

The most direct way to resume a session is through the messages (envelope)
icon, which provides a list of suspended sessions to choose from. Just click on the
suspended session you want and continue right where you left off.
You can manage suspended sessions in the History tool (available from an icon
or the View>History menu). After the History window loads, click the Suspended
Sessions link to view the list. Select one or more sessions by clicking the checkbox
to the left of the entry, then select Restart (only available when a single session is
selected), Export, or Delete.
Sessions may also be imported and exported to share between computers.
Publications…

no
way!

Newsletter Offers
EMS Support
The TACOM Electronic Maintenance
System (EMS) team publishes a
monthly newsletter, The EMS
insider, to keep you informed about
the latest EMS software versions.

The newsletter offers
useful information, tips
and tricks for improving
your interactive electronic
technical manual (IETM)
experience. To request a
subscription, e-mail:

We

all know distractions happen, sometimes even when you’re troubleshooting. That’s why the Suspend Troubleshooting tool was built into
the Electronic Maintenance System-Next Generation (EMS NG) Viewer.
The tool gives you the option to stop and save progress in the middle of
a troubleshooting track. Keep this tool in mind the next time your troubleshooting
is interrupted.

support@ems-helpdesk.com

Messages (envelope) icon
Suspend (pause) icon
For past issues of The EMS insider, visit Army Knowledge Online (AKO) at:

Enter a name for the suspended session and include an optional description of
the circumstances in the comment field. Press the suspend (pause) icon again,
then close that screen to return to the platform selection screen.
741 58-59.indd 1-2
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Connie's Post Scripts
PLS Transmission Control Module
Get a new 4500SP transmission control module (TCM) for your M1074 and M1075 palletized
loading system (PLS) with NSN 2520-01-617-7537. That replaces NSN 2990-01-539-3470, which is
shown as Item 16 in Fig 123A of TM 9-2320-364-14&P in IETM EM 0206 (Apr 09).

M4 Carbines Converting to M4A1

M872A4 Bumper Pin NSN

TACOM M4 MWO teams began converting all
M4 carbines to M4A1s in April. It’s important
that units document the change in their unit
property books. The M4 NSN is 1005-01-2310973 and its LIN is R97234. The M4A1’s NSN
is 1005-01-382-0953 and its LIN is C06935.
TACOM will provide unit supply sergeants
documentation to support DA Form 4949,
Administrative Adjustment Report (AAR), to
make the change. Questions? Contact Wanda
Rowley at (703) 805-4681 or email:
wanda.a.rowley.ctr@mail.mil

Get a new bumper pin for your M872A4 34ton semitrailer with NSN 5315-01-627-5133
(PN 98320A660). It replaces NSN 5315-01-5218342, which is shown as Item 4 in Fig 20 of
TM 9-2330-331-14&P. That pin is the wrong
size for the bumper.

815F Compactor
Engine Accessory Belt
A new engine accessory belt for the uparmored 815F compactor with air conditioning
comes with NSN 3030-01-479-5467. Make a
note of this NSN until it’s added to TM 5-3805380-13&P.

HMMWV Nut NSN Change
Self-locking nut, NSN 5310-00-935-9021, is
listed 60 times in the HMMWV’s TM 9-2320280-24P-1 and -24P-2. It’s also a terminal item.
The replacement NSN is 5301-01-542-0395. Be
aware that the old NSN brought 100 nuts.
The new NSN brings only one each, so order
enough for your bench stock or authorized
stockage lists.

Husky III CTIS
Control Unit NSN
Get the CTIS pneumatic control unit for
the Husky III with NSN 3040-01-605-0390
(PN MTU-H002-CT-APE-00, CAGE 69L84). It
replaces the parts information for Item 1 in
Fig 89 of TM 9-2355-316-23P (Mar 12).

Need Black Hawk Windshield Wipers?
If you order the replacement windshield wiper assembly, NSN 1680-01-611-2467, from DLA, your
order will be cancelled! There is no stock on hand. Instead order the older wiper assembly, NSN
1680-01-106-1906.

GCSS-Army Reminder

Got AGSE Questions?

Remember to check the GCSS-Army website
for alerts, updated fielding and training
schedules and other important info. Visit:
https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at:
https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx

If you have questions about aviation ground
support equipment (AGSE), visit the PM
AGSE help ticket website:
https://agse.peoavn.army.mil
You can also call the AGSE help desk at (256)
313-1824.

ARMY REVISES CORROSION PUBLICATION
A major revision to AR 750-59, Corrosion Prevention and Control for Army Materiel (Maintenance
of Supplies and Equipment), went into effect in March 2014. The AR covers policies and
responsibilities for corrosion prevention and control (CPC) for Army materiel, including required
training to support CPC at the field and sustainment levels. Download the pub at:
http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r750_59.pdf

HMMWV Heated
LED Headlight
Page 60 of PS 736 listed a new NSN for the
heated LED headlight for PLS-, HEMTT-,
and HET-series trucks. That same headlight,
NSN 6220-01-616-1079, also works as a
replacement for the HMMWV’s old headlight, NSN 6220-01-547-9043, which is a
terminal item.

Battery Acid NSNs
Do you have dry 12V storage batteries in
need of battery acid? Here are three NSNs for
battery acid:

NSN 6810-

Qty in Gallons

00-249-9354
00-843-1640
00-893-8138

1
5
15

DA Pam 385-63 Revised
A major revision to DA Pam 385-63, Range Safety, went into effect in April 2014. This revision
updates safety signage and flag requirements, covers range safety info and danger zones for
various weapons and ammunition, and includes many technical data updates. 		
Download the pub at: http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/p385_63.pdf
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The First Line of
Defense Against FOD…
I
found
a nail!

I got
a pen!

…is

You!

